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Iris Van Herpen takes flight
Dutch wunderkind Iris Van Herpen’s couture took

flight in the Palais de Beaux Arts in Paris’ chic Left Bank.
The show evoked winged forms and organic life, and was
inspired by visual artist Kim Keever, who drops paint
pigment into water. The arty setting was an appropriate
backdrop for the sculptural creations that seemed to bor-
row from works housed at the Louvre, located hundreds
of meters (yards) away.

An organic cobalt blue gown featured bare shoulders
and a pair of pleated wings that created a highly dramat-
ic dynamic, similar to the Louvre’s famed Hellenistic
sculpture, The Winged Victory of Samothrace.

Elsewhere, the marbled form of insects - or perhaps
the intricate molecular structures of stones and crystals?
- were reflected in a beautiful series of draped and
loosely fitted silk gowns. Long Asian sleeves on vivid red
and pearly white dresses added elegance and an oppor-
tunity to create an interesting trapeze silhouette. Van
Herpen is a couture poet.

Schiaparelli is whimsical
Whimsical would be the word to best describe

Schiaparelli’s spring-summer couture. Designer Bertrand
Guyon presented a fantastical universe of sheeny silks,
softly architectural silhouettes and beautiful colors. The
embellishments and shimmering embroideries on diverse
designs were more than a match for the gilded gold of
the show venue, Paris’ ornate Garnier Opera House.
Anachronism and contrast ruled.

Cowboy boots cut  a  dramatic  style  below a
medieval mini dress with speckled and billowing
Juliette sleeves. A 1950s bar jacket and peplum
ensemble and contemporary pants sported floral
scenes that made it appear the pieces were used as a
painter’s canvas. And colored feathers that embel-
lished several dresses gave the collection a dreamy
quality as they slowly floated by, with the occasional
plume falling gently to the ground. — AP/AFP

Models present creations by Christian Dior
during the 2019 Spring-Summer Haute

Couture collection fashion show in Paris.

Models present creations
by Iris Van Herpen during
the 2019 Spring-Summer
Haute Couture collection
fashion show in Paris.

Models present creations
by Schiaparelli at the end of
the 2019 Spring-Summer
Haute Couture collection
fashion show in Paris.


